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Editorial...

By Dr Donald Macaskill, Chief Executive
The increased demands on nursing
and care staff necessitate really intense
levels of support and care for those
with advanced dementia, living with
fragility and neurological conditions and
increasingly for those requiring palliative
and end of life care. The workforce of
the provider members of Scottish Care
no matter what they do are not lowskilled but exceptionally professional,
‘When others speak ill of you live so dedicated and disciplined.
that nobody will believe them.’ (Plato)
It is ironic that these damaging
There have been few occasions in my statements around social care work
experience which have resulted in were issued at the same time that the
such an unanimous sense of rejection Scottish Government with its partners,
and dissent than the statements made including Scottish Care, were engaged
by some politicians in relation to the in a large multi-media campaign to
UK Government’s proposals around attract more and more women and men
into the job of care.
immigration.
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en you:

The day on which these proposals
were published might have been an
ordinary news day had they not been
accompanied by statements suggesting
that the job and work of care was ‘lowskilled’ and that ‘caring’ could be done
by anyone.
Regardless of the merits – and at this
distance of time – I see few – of any of the
current immigration proposals what has
caused the deepest offence has been
the dismissal and categorisation of care
as something which was less significant
to the well-being of our communities,
nation and economy compared to other
more ‘well-paid’, ‘higher-skilled’ and
‘academically qualified’ roles.

The edition of this magazine is testament
to the astonishing variety of skill daily
being demonstrated across Scotland.
The negative comments and those who
make them about the job of care paint a
picture of a society which is one of cold
automation and detached indifference
to need and want. Instead those who
care, organisations who support and
enable others to live their lives to the
full, offer the promise of a society where
care is seen as a career par excellence
and where people matter more than
products, where the attributes of
authentic compassion, enabling dignity
and enhancing wellbeing are seen as
just as valuable as any other skills.
Scottish Care will continue, with you, to
enhance the value of care, to promote the
quality of care, and to #careaboutcare.

The plain truth is of course that – as
anyone reading this knows – whether
in care home, homecare or housing
support, that the thousands of women Thank you to everyone who today
and men who in all weathers turn up to as carer, as supervisor, as nurse, as
do the job of care, are qualified, they manager, as owner, as provider, as
are trained, and they most certainly relative and friend witnesses to the
demonstrate skills. The level of acuity skilled job of care.
and need in our social
care sector
CORONAVIRUS
in Scotland demands staff who are Dr Donald Macaskill , CEO, Scottish Care
technically
competent,
empathic,
compassionate and able to deal with a
@DrDMacaskill
wide range of behaviour and conditions.
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Notes from the National Director

Karen Hedge

In the same week as writing this article, I have also
written to letters containing an urgent and critical call to
Health and Social Care Partnerships or Lead agencies
at this time of planning and setting of budgets. As our
members are incredibly aware, for several years now,
there have been many policy and practical changes
which have resulted in increased costs for the delivery
of a service. Some of these decisions are positive
such as paying our staff the Scottish Living Wage. Yet
we also know that as our population changes, there
are more people who need social care which means
that the amount of money available to spend on social
care is less. In an effort to save money, decisions have
been made by those who fund social care which at
times have made the situation worse. They are in
the areas of planning services, supporting our social
care workforce, funding services, and Electronic Call
Monitoring and billing for services.
I have called upon those who fund social care to take
action and work with the sector to address immediate
and longer-term challenges, and value and recognise
the crucial role which the homecare sector plays. At
worst, failure to act will significantly encroach on those
who access care and support, affecting their wellbeing
and ability to contribute to their local community.
The impact of these decisions on a care provider’s
ability to operate or to fairly employ their staff is, of
course critical, and I hope that between writing and
publication, we hear some good news.
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The Scottish Care CEO Dr Donald Macaskill, Chair Mary
Preston, Vice Chair Anna Houston and I have meetings
planned with the Cabinet Secretary for Health and
Sport, Jeanne Freeman but impact is always greater
when heard directly from those who are experiencing
challenges. As in previous years, she will be coming
to our National Care at Home and Housing Support
Conference and I hope that as before, she will do a
‘walk-around’ to meet members and exhibitors. This
is our opportunity to showcase the vital role which
the sector plays through innovative speakers and
workshops. There is also the opportunity through
significant presence at the conference, to evidence
the strength of our united voice. We will be producing
and launching a suite of papers which will outline
Scottish Care’s position on many of the issues and
opportunities facing the sector, and these will align to
our insight sessions - we have an excellent line up, for
up to date information, see our website.
A career in care is one where we can make a
difference every day and the Awards ceremony is the
event that we all look forward to in celebrating our
success. It is a space to recognise the skills, talents
and advancements within the sector and every year I
am amazed by the calibre of applicants and the stories
they tell. I hope you have all submitted via our easierto-use application process, and I wish you the best of
luck and look forward to seeing you on the night.
Karen Hedge,
National Director
@Hegeit
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Membership support update

Swaran Rakhra
As a membership organisation, Scottish Care would
not exist if not for you, the membership. Over this
past year I have heard of the hardships that many
providers are facing, with regards to areas such as
commissioning and contracting for Care at Home /
Housing Support providers, the future of the National
Care Home Contract and the challenge of just being
able to make ends meet. Also as I write this we have
the Coronavirus outbreak which has even further
impacted upon the social care sector.
It is sad, but there are many members who may not
be around due to just being “on the brink” and fearful
for the future of their businesses, for the sake of those
they care for, and those they employ.
Scottish Care are listening folks, as we care about you
the member, we care about what you are experiencing,
and we want to know, and in fact need to know, to
share and help in any way.
My role as membership support manager, is just that,
to support and enable you to feel part of the larger
Scottish Care family, and to have a listening ear,
that may be able to direct, signpost you to help and
assistance, so that you can continue with the excellent
work you do, and would wish to continue doing.
Scottish Care are involved at various levels,
from strategic to operational, in supporting the
membership, particularly at this time during the
Coronavirus outbreak. We meet regularly with the
Scottish Government, COSLA, regulators of care such
as the Care Inspectorate at our Joint Working Group
, the Scottish Social Services Council (SSSC), Chief
Nursing Officer, to name a few, to highlight act upon
the concerns faced by the members of Scottish Care.

Spandau Ballet sang “communication let me down”
and I use that to example ‘if we don’t know we
can’t help’, so please call me, send me an e-mail. I
can involve other members of the team, such as the
Integration Leads, who are crucial in their locality work
with providers, and are a conduit to assist and notify me
of local issues. Like all of our staff, Donald and Karen
are interested in meeting up with the membership in
their capacity as CEO and National Director at your
localities at branch meetings.
We also have our Workforce and Transforming
Nursing leads, Caroline and Jacqui, whose wealth of
experience and wisdom, and knowledge of the social
care sector may be able to assist. They meet regularly
with the SSSC Joint Regulatory Forum with providers,
Disclosure Scotland and the Care Inspectorate, as well
as many governmental strategic nursing groups.
This is the “Year of the Nurse” and on May the 18th
we celebrate the National Nurse day. There are many
special events being planned to highlight the work of
nurses especially within the Social Care sector so look
out for Jacqui’s regular tweets and blogs.
My focus this year will be to spend more time with
the membership, so I am out there meeting with you,
attending branch meetings, as well as local forum
meetings. I wish to take off my Harry Potter “invisibility
cloak” and wear one of many colours, so that you the
member can benefit from the experience of meeting
up and talking things through.
Please also remember our monthly webinars. They
are going from strength to strength with some great
speakers and it’s only 30 minutes of your valuable
time we ask you to commit. Each of the sessions is
recorded and available on the members section of
the Scottish Care website (with much more member
related information) for you to catch up and listen to. If
you have any ideas for future webinar sessions, please
let me know. We have used this medium with great
effect during the Coronavirus situation with regular
updates from Donald and Karen and recorded on the
members section.
The website has recently been revamped to make it
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easier for you to navigate and updated on a regular
basis and very informative. This has been crucial at
this time during the Coronavirus outbreak to pass on
information to the membership with regular updates
on the website and also in particular the members
section.

very informative and highlight areas which will be of
interest and assistance to our sector.

Have you joined the Members Section yet as if not,
you are missing out on a wealth of information just for
you the membership? Just click on the link, register
and you will receive access.

Swaran Rakhra

Also look out for our 3-weekly e-bulletins which are

If you have concerns, and need a chat please call me,
as I would be happy to meet with you and discuss
things further to see if we can help.

Membership Support Manager
@RakhraSwaran

Webinar listings

If you have any ideas for future webinar sessions
which will be of interest to the membership of Scottish
Care, please contact swaran.rakhra@scottishcare.org

Chief Nursing Officer Team (Maria McIlgorm &
Claire McGrath - Scottish Government) - 18th June
11am.

Care Inspectorate (Angella Fulton) – 24th April
2020 11am

Chief Nursing Officer’s Department at the Scottish
Government will give an update on the transformational
work being undertaken by them, the Future Nurse
role within Scotland and discuss related issues which
impact upon the social care sector.

Angella will speak about the Care Inspectorate and
update the membership on the new standards and
inspection methodology, improvement strategy, as
well as give an update on Safer Staffing.
She is also happy to answer questions posed by the
membership about related areas of concern.
In-house Surgery hosted by either Donald or Karen
- Thursday 14th May 2020 11am
Donald and Karen will give an update on what’s
impacting the social care sector as well as take
questions from the membership regards areas of
concern.
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National Nurses Day
As you will all know May 12th is the National Nurses
Day.

using the hashtags; #carenursescot, #IND2020.
#celebratenurses on the day.

This day has been celebrated since 1965, the
International Council of Nurses were the pioneers of
the event. It is also celebrated on the 12th of May as
it commemorates Florence Nightingale’s birthday, the
founder of modern nursing.

In addition, Wed 11th April 2020 is World Parkinson’s
Day, please promote this by using #uniteforparkinsons
on Twitter that day. On a separate but related note,
people with Parkinson’s are not getting medication
on time, every time, I therefore encourage you to
sign this #GetOnTime petition that looks to introduce
mandatory Parkinson’s training: https://e-activist.com/
page/45265/petition/1?ea.tracking.id=Twitter

The National Nurse Conference that Scottish Care was
organising was due to take place on this day, however
due to the Covid-19 pandemic, this has now been
postponed until a date in the future. We will update
you with further details once they are confirmed.
But I am still encouraging care home members to
celebrate their nurses and all the great work that
they do. Please hold a celebratory coffee morning
on May 12th and promote this on social media

Jacqui Neil
Transforming Workforce Lead for Nursing
@TransformNurse
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Workforce Matters

Caroline Deane
The current levels of stress and workload pressures
being faced by those individuals working in roles of
management and supervision of staff and services
cannot be understated. High levels of staff shortage
and difficulties in recruitment are resulting in an
ongoing balancing act of delivering high quality
services and ensuring staff are well trained and have
the necessary knowledge and skills to carry out their
jobs. In addition, a great deal of time and resources
are being given to the recruitment process which often
does not even end in the much-needed staff being
recruited, trained, shadowed and then ready for work.
On many occasions, recruitment feels like a neverending exercise in futility when many months are
spent on the process only to get 1 or 2 staff members
on board who will remain part of that organisation.
Particularly in the independent sector it can feel like
individuals are recruited with little or no previous
experience, receive comprehensive training and
development and then subsequently move on to
another organisation or local authority with better pay
and terms and conditions. This is hugely frustrating
for managers who have invested in staff and give
people opportunities that they may not have received
elsewhere. It is also however understandable in
a sector that is underpaid for staff to source higher
paying jobs with greater job security and maximise
their earning potential.
These are some of the main reasons that the whole
system of equality and parity among social care
workers must be reviewed to ensure that all care
providers are able to offer those same levels of pay
and terms and conditions of work. Staff members
8

will choose to work for different types of sector for a
wide variety of reasons however we must ensure that
higher pay and job security is not a reason for staff to
change employers not least because of the disruption
in continuity for those receiving services.
Spending so much time on recruiting staff impacts on a
managers ability to fulfil other vitally important aspects
of their role including quality assurance processes
and often managers are working a huge amount of
hours during a week to ensure they are meeting all
their regulatory requirements. This added investment
of time is taking a huge emotional toll on staff and the
phrase “going above and beyond” is just no longer
reflective of the situation when staff are struggling with
their own mental health and wellbeing.
Regulation while hugely important and necessary is
resulting in layers of reporting and recording that is
often duplicated and very much at the whim of the
regulators and lacks understanding of the day to
day delivery of care services. SSSC registration was
originally the responsibility of the workforce who were
to take ownership of their own registration and ensure
they were complying with the necessary criteria. The
reality of this is that managers are now expected to
monitor staff registration and have systems in place to
do so. While no one would argue with supporting the
workforce and ensure they are given the resources
and knowledge to do this, it has resulted in another
responsibility for managers when complying with
regulation and during annual care inspections.
Quality assurance systems are often time sensitive and
must be completed within specific time frames which
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can leave managers feeling like they are operating
a juggling act with many balls being up in the air at
the same time. These pressures are contributing to
valuable managers stepping away from the sector or
certainly stepping down from some of their current
pressures and responsibilities due to burn out.

performed by supervisors but when being undertaken
at the same time can have a huge impact on them,
the workers they are supporting and the individuals
receiving services. It also lends more opportunity for
mistakes to be made as workers are experiencing
greater workloads and subsequent distractions.

I have personal experience of this having worked as
a registered manager of a homecare organisation.
Managing services with a lack of staff leads to having
to make compromises around the care being delivered
as it can be physically impossible to deliver care
according to everyone’s choices and preferences.
Holding reviews with service users and having to
advise that I could not guarantee that their visit would
be at the time they requested and that I could not
always have the continuity of care staff previously
provided has an impact on the managers delivering
services too. Those of us who enter social care do
so because we want to make a difference to peoples’
lives. We firmly believe that individuals deserve and
have a right to care and support in the manner they
wish including at a time that is suitable to them and
from staff they know and trust. Being unable to deliver
these standards leaves managers demoralised and
unsure how they can continue due to the nature of this
work. Conversations with communities and service
users should be taking place to ensure that individuals
expectations are realistic, and we are not holding care
providers to a standard they are now unable to meet.

All these pressures impact on the workforce and must
be considered by those regulating services. Quite
often providers are informed of changes or additional
reporting with no consultation and have no say in
how this impacts their organisations. For situations
to improve providers must be consulted at all stages
in the regulation process and everyone must work
together collaboratively to ensure that above all else
those requiring services are kept safe and protected.
Having regulatory processes that are so restrictive
leads to a negative impact on care providers, the
workforce and service users and that surely is not
what the sector is aiming for or wants.

Managers of care homes are experiencing similar
pressures and have residents with increasingly
complex needs being placed in their homes without
the necessary support and resources to provide these
services. The inability to recruit nurses in care homes
is having a dramatic impact and added pressure from
local authorities to accept service users is resulting in
a system that is just not working for the care homes
or the residents and leads to an increase in hospital
admissions.
Supervisors are also experiencing changes to their
roles out of necessity as they are required to cover
more hands on care delivery and do not have the
time to carry out quality assurance audits so this
responsibility then gets passed over to others in the
organisation including the managers. This means
that supervisors are also under huge pressure as
they face the responsibility of working, covering on
call when working out of hours and shadowing new
staff members. These are all duties traditionally

We know that integration is a key component to
meeting some of the challenges being faced. Greater
understanding between health and social care staff
and mutual respect of each other’s roles will be so
important to ensure that all aspects of a persons’
journey through health and social care is as positive
and reactive as possible. Social care workers and
care providers should be viewed as an essential part
of the system not workers who have to be scrutinized
at every turn but valued and respected for the work
they do. When that is achieved, we can really look
forward to seeing what the sector and its workforce
can accomplish.

For more information about how we can help
support workforce development and planning in
YOUR organisation please contact:
Caroline Deane
Workforce Policy & Practice Lead
caroline.deane@scottishcare.org
@WorkforceMatte1
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Rights Made Real in Care Homes
The Andersons project has also finished up and is
in the final stages of creating their project summary
pack from the collaboration between the School of
Innovation and Anderson’s care home. The collection
of rights-based music resources is available to
download at this link:
https://futurehealthandwellbeing.org/bringingcommunities-and-care-together
Verity Monaghan

The dark nights are coming to an end and I spotted
the first flower buds in my garden at the weekend,
which must mean one thing... Spring is just around the
corner. I think we are all looking forward to waving this
Winter weather goodbye and having some warm rain
for a change. None more so than the Tiree project
who have finished the building and creation of their
dementia friendly garden. This garden has given
the residents a safe place to relax and enjoy all the
benefits of being on the beach. It has really captured
the essence of their community. The safe space is
windproofed which is essential being so close to the
coast. Residents have been enjoying being able to
meet up, reminisce, spend time with family and tend
to the weeds and general upkeep of the garden. The
residents helped to create the design of the garden
from how it would be used to what should be included
in it. The curvature of the raised flower beds in the
centre of the garden encourages the flow of the
garden and makes it suitable and soothing for those
who enjoy walking.

Since Christmas, Tamsin MacBride (learning partner)
has finished up her role with the projects and will
be missed by all as she was an integral part to the
project’s progress. Now a learning community has
been established and are working well together, the
projects and partners feel it would be positive to
harness this enthusiasm, keep the momentum going
and therefore, even those who have finished up have
agreed to stay connected via zoom call every month
to deepen their learning of human rights within their
organisation.
For 2020, the aim for me as the human rights project
worker is to create a human rights resource directed at
those working within a care home, that not only details
the journey of the projects using real life examples but
opens up a conversation and deepens understanding
of what human rights are and can potentially look like
for those living in a care home. This is in the initial
stages, but we have an aim to have it finished by the
Summer. The zoom calls are a vital way to connect
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everyone and make those connections between
practice and human rights examples and also to plan
out what should be included within the resource. The
main priority for the resource is for it to be creative
and translate human rights into everyday practice,
making it easy to pick up and understand for those on
the front line. I am excited to be able to share more in
the Summer bulletin.
Verity Monaghan
Policy & Human Rights Project Worker
verity.monaghan@scottishcare.org
@RightsRealScot

Have you signed up to our
new ‘Members Section’ on our
refreshed website yet?
This new area is private to Scottish Care Members only and will allow
access to member-specific information, along with a discussion board
to post any questions etc. We encourage all Scottish Care Members to
join. Please sign up by clicking the following link: https://scottishcare.org/
member-registration/

11
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Scottish Care responds to Adult
Social Care Inquiry

could and should look like, including what is required
to meet future needs.
Scottish Care responded to the Health & Sport
Committee call in a number of ways:
Scottish Care submission

Becca Young

In response to well documented funding and
sustainability challenges, which Scottish Care has
been highlighting for a number of years, the Scottish
Parliament’s Health & Sport Committee are currently
undertaking an inquiry into adult social care in Scotland.
Over early 2020, the Committee sought written
responses to the following questions:
1.

How should the public be involved in planning their
own and their community’s social care services?
2. How should Integration Joint Boards commission
and procure social care to ensure it is person-centred?
3. Looking ahead, what are the essential elements in
an ideal model of social care (e.g. workforce, technology, housing etc.)?
4. What needs to happen to ensure the equitable
provision of social care across the country?
The inquiry is separate to the ongoing Scottish
Government Adult Social Care Reform Programme,
launched in June 2019, which seeks to:
•
•
•

Support integration authorities, the wider sector,
and communities in planning and taking forward
changes.
Advise Scottish Ministers if national changes or interventions are required.
Raise awareness of the role of social care support
in Scotland and its social and economic value.

To avoid replication with the Reform Programme, the
inquiry seeks to explore what the future of social care
12

We developed our own submission to the inquiry,
submitted on behalf of Scottish Care’s diverse
membership. Within this, we stressed how important it
is that this inquiry moves beyond discussing the wellknown challenges in social care towards meaningful
and urgent remedial action to secure a sustainable,
high quality care future. It must also seriously consider
how it will meaningfully engage and involve individuals
who work in and access social care services, including
older people, in the inquiry.
The submission focused on five key areas:
1.

Definition and purpose:

Any consideration of an ‘ideal’ model of social care
must originate from a clear and common understanding
of social care’s definition and purpose, which we do
not currently have.
2.

Value & sustainability:

The only way we will retain and develop the social care
we critically require for the future is to fundamentally
change the value placed on it as a sector by politicians,
the public and partners. This is the biggest issue that
the sector faces and it permeates all other areas, from
funding to the availability of workers. The sector is
truly at a place of extreme fragility and indeed collapse
in some areas.
3.

Value & workforce:

The social care sector is its dedicated, skilled and
compassionate workforce. What is required above all
is a fundamental shift in how people who work in this
sector feel valued by society for the necessary and
complex work they do and that they are rewarded and
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remunerated accordingly.

partner for the 2019 National Care Home Conference.

4.

They wished to gather the views of those delivering
care services in Scotland within a model of consultation
roundtable meetings in order to generate content and
to help inform policy in health and social care.

Technology & support for innovation:

We need to support individuals, providers, planners,
developers and commissioners to view and utilise
technology as a means to empower rather than restrict,
and to reinforce rather than replace. This means
adopting a human rights-based, ethical approach to
the development and utilisation of technology, which
priorities person-centredness and building trust.
5.

Distinct palliative and end of life care resourcing:

There needs to a broader focus on community
palliative and end of life care needs. In order to ensure
that all of Scotland’s citizens are supported to live and
die in a setting of their choice with high quality support
and their needs and wishes met, we need to prioritise
equal investment across all areas of palliative and end
of life care provision.
Joint submission around palliative and end of life
care
Scottish Care also worked with a range of partner
organisations to develop a submission focused on the
future role of social care in palliative and end of life
care provision. Alongside Hospice UK, the Association
of Palliative Care Social Workers, Carers Scotland,
Children’s Hospices Across Scotland (CHAS), Marie
Curie, MND Scotland and Sue Ryder, we outlined what
is required for social care services to meet the needs
of people affected by terminal illness.
Projecting future care needs of communities is vital,
as up to two thirds of people in Scotland could die at
home, in a care home or in a hospice by 2040. Last
year, 400 people died in hospital last year in Scotland
while waiting to have a social care assessment or for
a care package to be put in place. It is our shared
view that everyone who requires palliative and/or end
of life care should be able to receive it regardless of
setting or sector, and that social care plays a crucial
role in this support.
Facilitation of healthandcare.scot inquiry events to
inform submission
We were also approached by healthandcare.scot - a
start-up independent news service for the sector in
Scotland who Scottish Care worked with as a media

With healthandcare.scot, we arranged four meetings in
various parts of the country (Fife, Lanarkshire, Ayrshire
and the Highlands) to seek the views of Scottish
Care members on the Health and Sport Committee’s
questions.
The robust and informative discussions from these
events were then used as the basis of a healthandcare.
scot submission to the Committee’s inquiry, using the
real (anonymised) voices and experiences of providers
and sector representatives.
The themes that emerged will also be used to share
a series of online reports throughout February and
March about challenges facing the sector.
We will be reflecting on this process and considering
ways we can replicate or develop this model with
healthandcare.scot to tell the sector’s stories in
different ways and to get out to different parts of the
country.
Next steps
Thanks to all members who contributed to our
responses in various ways. All three responses to
the inquiry are available to read via the Scottish Care
website.
Following the call for views there was to be a series
of evidence sessions but the timescales of the inquiry
are now likely to be significantly impacted by the
Covid-19 pandemic.
We will keep members up to date on the progress
of the inquiry and any additional Scottish Care
contributions to it.
Becca Young
Policy & Research Manager
becca.young@scottishcare.org
@BGatherum
13
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National Care at Home & Housing
Support Conference, Exhibition &
Awards
Unfortunately due to the outbreak of Coronavirus
(COVID-19), we have taken the decision to postpone
this year’s National Care at Home and Housing Support
Conference, Exhibition and Awards. These events
were scheduled to take place on Friday 22 May 2020
at the Radisson Blu in Glasgow and have now been
postponed until Friday 25 September 2020.

With the changing picture and Government advice
during this pandemic, all events will be subject to
change or cancellation and we endeavour to keep
members updated via the website.
Attendance at this event in September will be more
important than ever.

The number of entries for the National Care at Home & Housing
Support Awards have been higher than ever! Huge thanks to
everyone who submitted nominations!
All award entries will be kept and held until judging takes place,
award finalists will be notified in the next few months.

Important information on Coronavirus
(COVID-19) for Scottish Care members
Members will be increasingly aware of the global
spread of Coronavirus (COVID-19), this is a continually
moving issue and Scottish Care members should keep
up to date with all public information. The primary
site for such information, notification and guidance
includes NHS Inform, Health Protection Scotland,
Scotland Government and Care Inspectorate.
Scottish Care is regularly issuing guidance updates
and information via the Members Area of our website.
This information is changing on a daily basis and it is
ESSENTIAL that members are checking this resource
regularly.
If you haven’t signed up to access this area yet, please
do so via the following link: https://scottishcare.org/
member-registration/.
The Members Area also includes discussion boards
14

where you can pose any questions or updates from
your own organisation, plus there are details of
our regular webinars where members can receive
interactive updates from Donald and Karen.
Scottish Care are working hard with colleagues to
support social care services at this difficult time,
however members can get in touch with us at any time
for advice or to update us on any challenges or supply
shortages that you may be facing.
We want to express our immense gratitude to all of
our social care workers who are showing unparalleled
levels of dedication, compassion and bravery at this
time. You are truly showing what it means to care. Please
continue to look after yourselves, your colleagues and
the people you support and be assured that Scottish
Care will be doining all we can to support you and to
have your work recognised by all.
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COVID-19 UPDATES NOW AVAILABLE ON MEMBERS
AREA OF THE SCOTTISH CARE WEBSITE
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Development Funding within Care

Derek Breingan
Head of Health & Social Care
Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank

The current demand for care services in the UK is
rapidly outpacing the availability and suitability of its
resources. It is therefore a very good time, where
possible and appropriate, to invest in improving existing
care home stock and delivering new developments to
meet the demands and expectations of a wider and
an increasingly discerning marketplace.
Under this climate Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank
has been assisting existing customers as well as new
ones in supporting the development of key projects
including refurbishments, extensions and new builds.
More recently this has also included Housing with
Care which is increasingly becoming a key part of the
housing market shortage.
There are risks however including:
•
•
•
•
•

Property design and developments with no consideration for day to day operational aspects
Project is not designed appropriately or is in the
wrong location
Rising costs for both land and construction
Lack of available staff to support new beds in the
location once developed
Construction complications and complexities including delays and cost over runs

However, by engaging with the correct professional
team at the outset the issues above can be mitigated
or accounted for. In our experience the lack of
16

experienced advisors who have a track record in
delivering care related projects leads to a higher
percentage of subsequent issues. This includes the
funding partners.
The importance of this is relevant whether you are
adding 5 beds to an older existing care home or
developing a new 60 bed facility. Housing with
Care is also an evolving model both in the type of
accommodation, services provided and size of the
scheme. Invariably these also require an element of
property sales and therefore have an additional aspect
to consider. Due diligence undertaken appropriately
can therefore save expensive later costs being
incurred.
Appetite for funding of projects can vary depending on
the outcomes of the foregoing however a well planned
and researched project, with a clear business plan
supporting the feasibility, is an attractive proposition
to some lenders. With borrowing costs at a stable low
there are good reasons to consider improving and
investing through development finance and to future
proof care businesses.
At Clydesdale and Yorkshire Bank we have funded 48
care developments in the last 5 years amounting to
over 4000 beds as well as supporting Housing with
Care projects. With this experience we are happy to
speak to anyone seeking advice on how to deliver
and finance developments in the sector.
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Dying to care, but social care
services are struggling
Marie Curie has welcomed the Scottish Parliament
Health and Sport Committee’s inquiry into social care
which will examine some of the long-standing issues
which have significantly impacted the sector over the
years.
Everyone will be affected by dying, death and
bereavement at some stage in their lives, and social
care is an integral part of palliative and end of life
care in helping terminally ill people to live as well as
possible right up until their death while supporting
an end of life experience which reflects what’s most
important to them. This includes being able to die in
a place of choice, when possible, which is often at
home or in a community setting.
It is clear health and social care systems have
been struggling for some time, and have become
compromised on multiple levels meaning social
care delivery is currently reactive and costly with
unsustainable, complex caseloads for already
exhausted social care workforces. This is causing
significant pressure on other services including in
acute settings, such as emergency services, which
can mean people often die in hospital when they
would rather be at home.
We must also recognise the changing demographics.
There will be nearly 16% more deaths in Scotland by
2040, with 45% of all deaths aged over 85. Many of
those will be living with multiple health conditions,
including frailty, and needing a palliative approach. This
will present huge challenges for social care services,
as they will be required to support increasingly
complex patients, as well as family carers who may
have health concerns of their own.
As many as 10,500 more people will die from disease(s)
associated with palliative care needs by 2040, and
further recent research led by Marie Curie explores
the most common places to die in 20 years’ time ,
projecting that up to two thirds of people in Scotland
could die at home, in a care home or a hospice.
It is clear that a significantly increased demand for

community-based palliative and end of life social
care will be needed. However, this won’t be achieved
without substantial investment and reform of the
current system, moving to a more proactive system,
based on advanced planning, co-ordinated care,
which is delivered in partnership with patients and
recognises the role of family carers.
This must include investing in the social care workforce
by valuing its role in supporting terminally ill people
and supporting them to deliver that care, with the time
they need to do it.
The overall approach to social care needs to change
rapidly, or we risk it becoming even more damaged.
Ellie Wagstaff, Marie Curie Policy and Public Affairs
Manager (Scotland)
Read Marie Curie’s full response to the inquiry here,
and follow on Twitter or Facebook to keep up to date
on their work, including their Great Daffodil Appeal
which runs throughout March. Visit Marie Curie’s
website to find out more about volunteering to collect.
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Disclosure (Scotland) Bill update
The Disclosure (Scotland) Bill has moved into the
second stage of the Parliamentary process to become
an Act of Parliament.
Introduced to Scottish Parliament in June 2019, the
Disclosure (Scotland) Bill aims to simplify the disclosure
process while keeping safeguarding at the heart of
Disclosure Scotland’s values. The Bill faces intense
scrutiny across three stages to become an Act.

CELE

B

At Stage 1, Parliament considered the general principles
of the Bill which cover what the Bill aims to do and
how it will do it. The Bill was assigned to the Education
and Skills Committee who gathered oral and written
evidence from a range of organisations. In December,
the Committee published its Stage 1 report, and on 16
January, the Bill was subject to Parliamentary debate.
Following the debate, Parliament passed a motion to
support the Bill’s general principles.

GLASGOW

AT

This means the Bill has now moved into Stage 2 of
the Parliamentary process. In Stage 2, MSPs and the
Scottish Government can lay amendments to the Bill.
Though the general principles remain consistent,
the detail of provisions in the Bill can change at
Stage 2. Disclosure Scotland will continue to work
with stakeholders to ensure changes are customerfocussed through the Parliamentary process, transition,
implementation and beyond.
You can find a copy of the Bill, as introduced to
Parliament, and the supporting documents on
the Parliament website: www.parliament.scot/
parliamentarybusiness/Bills/111895.aspx
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New immigration policy - what does it
mean for the care sector?

£25,600 (with a higher going rate applicable to certain
jobs). There will be some circumstances in which a
lower salary of £20,480 can be paid – for example if a
job applicant’s position is on the shortage occupation
list. However, care workers are not currently on that
list and even that lower salary threshold is likely to be
a problem. In addition, a change to the skill category
for care worker jobs would be needed, to attract
sponsorship under the new rules.

Elaine McIlroy
Partner & Expert in Immigration Law
Brodies

Following months of speculation, the UK Government
recently announced details of its new immigration
policy, which comes into place on 1 January 2021.
Importantly, the Government has confirmed that it
will not introduce a general low skilled worker route.
While many would argue that employees in the care
sector are anything but ‘low skilled’, the way in which
jobs are categorised under the immigration rules
means that many roles - senior care workers, for
example - will be insufficiently skilled to be eligible
for sponsorship under the new rules. This has led to
significant concern within the sector, which already
reports 122,000 vacancies on any given day.
EU workers already employed in the UK in the care
sector before the end of the Brexit transition period
will be able to stay in the UK, provided that they apply
for pre-settled or settled status before the end of
June 2021. But for those employers with high rates
of attrition, the challenges of recruitment may start
to have an impact from the beginning of 2021, once
freedom of movement ends.

Many employers and stakeholders have called for
the Government to review its immigration plans, to
consider the pressure that the care sector will come
under once free movement comes to an end. Some
have suggested an exemption for jobs in the care
sector. However, even if the rules were to change, the
costs of sponsorship will remain prohibitive for some
employers and individuals – especially where these
are disproportionate to the salary being paid for the
job.
Visa fees, the immigration skills charge and other costs
(e.g. the immigration health surcharge) can amount to
several thousand pounds. After the Brexit transition
period ends, the immigration health surcharge alone
will be £12,500 for a family of four coming to the UK
for a five year period (under freedom of movement
rules none of those costs had to be paid). Therefore,
even if the Government were to change the rules, the
costs of sponsorship may well have an influence on
whether the UK will remain an attractive destination
for overseas workers.
Elaine McIlroy is a partner and expert in immigration
law at Brodies LLP.
Elaine.mcilroy@brodies.com

The new immigration rules will broaden the category
of employees who can be sponsored once freedom
of movement comes to an end, at the end of the Brexit
transition period. Employers will be able to sponsor
medium and highly skilled jobs which are paid at or
above a minimum salary threshold (currently only
highly skilled jobs are eligible). However, the minimum
salary level under the new rules will generally be
19
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Joint opinion piece from the Care
Inspectorate and SSSC
approach to service provision, with priority given
to people’s outcomes in terms of their rights
and wellbeing. This is reflected in the Scottish
Government’s revision of the National Performance
Framework, setting out the outcomes that all public
bodies will seek to achieve. Wellbeing, compassion
and love are at the heart of the revision. The need
for more compassion and kindness is not confined
to care and is being recognised across public
services. For example, the Carnegie UK Trust and the
Kindness Innovation Network are working to develop
compassionate communities.
Peter Macleod
Chief Executive,
Care Inspectorate

Lorraine Gray

A fundamental shift is happening within the culture of
care in Scotland. Across the health and social care
sector, professionals have started talking about the
quality of care in terms of people’s lived experience
rather than just compliance with impersonal rules.
Compassionate Care - experience and practice
from across Scotland’s care sector is a new resource
from the Care Inspectorate and the Scottish Social
Services Council (SSSC), and partner organisations,
that highlights practical illustrations of how people
in different settings experience compassion. This
is one of the underpinning principles of the Health
and Social Care Standards. The Standards build a
picture of compassionate care, while the SSSC Codes
of Practice describe the practice and behaviours
required to achieve this.
The Standards adopt the perspective of the person
experiencing care rather than the provider, with the
focus on their rights, relationships and wellbeing
outcomes. For the first time, within a national scrutiny
framework, the Standards begin to articulate what
compassion looks and feels like for people who
experience care. To respond to this, the health and
social care workforce is being asked to be increasingly
collaborative, responsive, person-centred and
strengths-based in its practice.
Changes in social services are part of a wider move
across society to adopt a more compassionate
20

Regulation has sometimes played a part in creating

a care system which puts processes before people,
Chief Executive,
Scottish Social Services Council for example, under the previous National Care

Standards. However, the new inspection frameworks
are embedding the new Standards and adopting a
strengths-based approach, which focuses on enabling
people and meeting their needs and wishes. The new
Compassionate Care resource includes examples
of people having more choice and control over
their care and a more personalised experience. For
example, one features a care home resident cooking
a weekly meal for other residents and staff, something
which would not often have been seen or actively
encouraged previously.
The word compassion can mean different things to
different people; some people would call it kindness,
others love, but no matter what you call it, compassion
is important so we can respond to the needs and
wishes of the people we work with. For some people
and situations, compassion will mean a hug, a listening
ear and reassurance. For others, it might be allowing
them the space and time they need to deal with what’s
going on in their lives, while being a steady presence.
There’s sometimes a perception that we discourage
talk of compassion, when in fact, it’s at the heart of
providing high quality person-centred services. This
resource has been co-produced in order to help
people working in social services to recognise when
they’re providing compassionate care and support
them to develop it further. Working collaboratively
with the care sector, we have tried to get as close
as possible to lived experience by asking people

Scottish Care Bulletin
to share what compassionate care means for them.
The practice examples describe what kindness,
empathy, warmth and love look and feel like for
people experiencing and working in professional
care settings. In doing so, we are trying to show what
the principle of compassion underpinning the Health
and Social Care Standards can look like in practice.

www.scottishcare.org
The experiences shared by people from a range of
different care settings are intended to celebrate and
promote compassion in how we care and support
each other in the care sector. Whatever your role, we
hope you will find something helpful in this resource to
enhance compassionate care.
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Key Employment Law changes to look
out for in 2020

‘…the biggest shake-up of employment law in a
generation.’

economy.
The Bill will cover the following:

First announced in the Queen’s Speech of 19
December 2019, Scottish Care preferred supplier,
Citation, outline the key Employment Law themes to
look out for in 2020.

•

A new Employment Bill in the offing

•

The government announced that they will be
introducing a new Employment Bill. Although there was
very little detail in the speech other than “Measures will
be brought forward to encourage flexible working, to
introduce the entitlement to leave for unpaid carers…”
the stated aims of the Bill are to:

•

•

Speaking on the proposed Bill, Head of Employment
Law at Citation, Gillian McAteer commented:

•
•
•
•

Protect and enhance workers’ rights as the UK
leaves the EU, making Britain the best place in the
world to work.
Promote fairness in the workplace, striking the
right balance between the flexibility that the economy needs and the security that workers deserve.
Strengthen workers’ ability to get redress for poor
treatment by creating a new, single enforcement
body.
Offer greater protections for workers by prioritising fairness in the workplace and introducing better support for working families.
Build on existing employment law with measures
that protect those in low-paid work and the gig
22

•
•

•

Creating a new, single enforcement body, offering
greater protections for workers.
Ensuring that tips left for workers go to them in full.
ntroducing a new right for all workers to request a
more predictable contract.
Extending redundancy protections to prevent
pregnancy and maternity discrimination.
Allowing parents to take extended leave for neonatal care; and introducing an entitlement to one
weeks leave for unpaid carers.
Subject to consultation, the Bill will make flexible
working the default unless employers have good
reason not to.

“I think the Bill, like all other legislation, will be taking
a back seat until the Brexit legislation passes through
Parliament but it looks like they will be stepping up the
pace of implementing the Good Work Plan reforms.”
The Good Work Plan to remain a priority
The Good Work Plan – a wide-ranging shake-up of
employment rights, some of which are scheduled to
come into force on 6 April – will be one of the hottest
Employment Law topics of 2020, and one that will
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affect the majority of businesses up and down the
country.
Aimed at giving those working under more flexible
arrangements greater protections in the workplace,
The Good Work Plan has been described by the
government as the ‘vision for the future of the UK
labour market’ and the new Employment Bill will
implement many of its reforms.

www.scottishcare.org
But what does this mean for employers? If your
business relies on EU Nationals or employees from
outside of the EU to plug a skills gap, then your
workforce could be heavily impacted by the move
to a points-based system and contingency planning
to address any gaps could be a project to start on
sooner rather than later.
Your Scottish Care member benefit – Citation’s HR
& Employment Law support

If you’re still unsure about what changes are coming
via The Good Work Plan, and you want to get a better
idea of what you need to do to comply, visit citation.
co.uk/good-work-plan/ to read our latest guidance.

With complex legislation change on the horizon,
there’s never been a better time to consider getting
the complete backing of HR experts.

Points-based Immigration Bill from 2021

Scottish Care members are also entitled to preferential
rates on Citation’s HR & Employment Law offering,
including:

A long-rumoured change, the government used
December’s Queen’s Speech to announce their
plan to introduce an Australian-style, points-based
immigration system from 2021.
The proposed Bill will:
•
•
•
•

Bring an end to free movement in the UK
Create a new Australian-style points-based immigration system from 2021
EU citizens coming into the UK from 2021 will be
subject to the same immigration controls as nonEU citizens
Protect the immigration status of Irish citizens
when free movement ends.

•
•
•
•

Dedicated local consultant
24-hour expert advice line
Full legal documentation, including staff handbooks and contracts of employment
Access to Atlas, your one-stop-shop HR management tool

Please get in touch by calling 0345 844 1111 – just
mention you’re a Scottish Care member when
enquiring.
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Supporting employee wellbeing in the
care sector
While providers focus on navigating the challenging
financial climate and regulatory demands of our
industry, our workforce are caring every day with
patience and compassion, nurturing vital relationships
and supporting service users with kind words and
actions to live fulfilling lives. The battle for appropriate
funding and recognition of our sector to be reflected
in care worker’s salaries is ongoing. Care work is vital
in society and we need to consider what else we can
do to make our workforce feel valued. We must care
as much about our workforce’s wellbeing as we care
about our service users.
Research amongst employees has found three
universal basic needs for optimum employee
wellbeing; autonomy, competence and relatedness.
In care work, this translates to the three core values
of trust, collaboration and empowerment. We trust our
workforce and give them control to make decisions
about how they spend time with clients carrying
out their daily care. This is only possible if we have
empowered staff to do their job well through training
and appraisal, and recognizing and appreciating their
good work. Care is impossible without collaboration;
working as part of a strong team with shared values
and good communication. Relationships are central
in our industry and for our personal and professional
wellbeing.
Providing good care is not simply completing a list of
tasks; human contact and building relationships is vital
for service users’ wellbeing. Relationships are also vital
for care worker’s job satisfaction, not just relationships
with service users but working and personal
relationships with colleagues and management, ‘the
team’.
Care workers must feel that management supports
and trusts their competence, understand their position,
listens to their feedback and considers their work life
balance. When managers start focussing on these
elements they create the conditions for supporting
worker wellbeing.
The above sounds really simple when written down,
doesn’t it?

24

Mhairi Murning
Director
Hogganfield Care Ltd & Skye Care Ltd

But how do we achieve this in real life with all the
pressures in the care industry? Feedback from
care workers show that small, easily implemented
changes to work organisation and culture can make
big improvements to their overall job satisfaction. How
can we as providers support this on a practical basis?
Relationships are vital in care work!
Teamwork starts from the top
Care work is emotionally demanding and physically
exhausting at times, but we are all in this together
and need to support each other. It is important that
supervisors and management understands and
relates to the efforts and the difficulties of the role.
Managers can achieve this formally and informally,
with the supervision process and other constructive
one to one time. Managers should actively listen and
respond to feedback from employees, and keep
them informed about what else is happening in the
company and industry. Good two-way communication
is key to feeling valued and understood; this is the
true meaning of teamwork in care.
Collaboration with colleagues
Similarly, relationships with colleagues must be
nourished; feeling supported as part of a team, and
being able to share knowledge and problems with
peers. Establishing a peer support network, such as
a carer’s forum either on a private online site or via
informal meetings gives employees a place to discuss
work, training and SVQs; and support each other to
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find solutions.

overall as a result.

People choose care work because they care and
enjoy helping people. However, we all have priorities
and commitments in our own lives; long hours and
anti-social shifts can upset the work life balance.
Consideration of individual circumstances and fair
allocation of shifts and leave means planning life
around work instead of struggling to juggle work
around other commitments. There are continuous
challenges of staff shortages and covering shifts,
however research shows that care workers appreciate
advance notice of shifts with minimal changes where
possible and are less likely to be absent from work

Financial reward isn’t the only thing we can do to,
to let our staff know that we appreciate the difficult
and challenging role they do. The recommendations
encompasses core values of trust, empowerment and
teamwork; when applied effectively the workforce feel
valued and happier overall in their role. Happier staff
means happier service users, so everybody benefits.
(Please get in touch with any questions; or if you would
like to read the full research report – it would be great
to hear from you!)

Strengthened fire safety for people who
receive care or support
New guidance to reduce the risk from fire in
specialised housing, such as sheltered and supported
accommodation, has been published.

by those responsible for specialised housing meet
the needs of the individuals living in them. This new
guidance will help further reduce the risks of fire in
order to keep our communities safe.”

Older people and people with physical, sensory or
mental health issues are at increased risk of injury or
death from fires.

Background

The guidance – called Practical Fire Safety Guidance
for Specialised Housing and Similar Premises – helps
those responsible for the housing and those who
provide care and support services in such properties
to carry out fire safety risk assessments, taking into
account the requirements of individual residents.

Practical Fire Safety Guidance for Specialised Housing
and Similar Premises.
For this Guidance, specialised housing includes the
following:
•

The guidance is a recommendation of the Review of
the Fire Safety Regime in Scotland, following the fire
at Grenfell Tower in 2017.
Community Safety Minister Ash Denham said:
“While there has been a significant reduction in
the number of fires and related deaths and injuries
in domestic properties in the last 20 years, a
disproportionate number of those involve older
people or others with contributory factors such as
physical, cognitive and mental health issues.
“We already have stringent regulations in place and it
is extremely important that fire safety measures taken

•

Sheltered / very sheltered / extra-care housing mainly (but not exclusively) for older people living
at home with different levels of care or support.
This ranges from sheltered housing complexes
with little on-site management to very sheltered or
extra care premises with significant on-site, including 24-hour, care.
Supported housing - for people with physical,
sensory, mental health or cognitive impairments.
The degree of independent living and level of
care varies considerably. Residents may live independently or in a group home setting in the community.

You can access the guidance via the following link:
https://www.gov.scot/publications/practical-firesafety-guidance-existing-specialised-housing-similarpremises/
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Changeworks - low carbon
solutions
For over 30 years, Changeworks has been working
with partners and households to deliver innovative and
practical low carbon living solutions. This covers a lot
of things – from installing renewable technologies, to
improving insulation and energy efficiency, to cutting
waste to create a circular economy, to giving advice
and support to households in fuel poverty.
We’re a truly national organisation operating in
many communities across Scotland, with over 200
employees and volunteers
in
Edinburgh,
Inverness,
Shetland, Orkney, the Western
Isles and Argyll.
Whatever the low carbon
challenge, we work with
individuals,
organisations,
businesses and partners to
develop high impact solutions.
The climate emergency
is
everyone’s
business!
There is so much we can
achieve together to lead
high impact, positive change
on our organisations, our
communities, our climate.
The care and support that we
offer through our Affordable
Warmth service, directly
tackles the issues individuals experience living in
fuel fear. The service supports those living at risk of
or in fuel poverty, working with them to reduce their
heating and electricity bills, control and manage their
heating systems and encourage them to benefit
from introducing new low carbon behaviours. Many
individuals may not have switched supplier in a long
time, or even know how to – we make sure they
are able to do this, swiftly and effectively. Helping
individuals access their entitlements, like the Warm
Home Discount and Winter Fuel Payments is also a
key aim of this service.
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Our 30 years of experience supporting individuals
has supported the production of guides on heating
controls and smart meters and how to get the most
out of your solar PV, for example. These are invaluable
guides for households to help them get the best out of
the technology in their homes.
When it comes to energy
efficiency, we work closely with
Scottish Government, Local
Government
and
Housing
Associations to deliver placebased transformational measures
that make people’s homes
warmer and easier to heat. These
measures include loft, internal
wall and external wall insulation
and installation of renewable
heat energy systems. We offer
capacity at scale to work with
large organisations and partners
on city wide programmes as
well as locally on a small scale,
helping individuals to make
improvements to their home.
Everyday we see the differences
that our services can make
to people’s lives. Take Kathleen from Peebles, for
example. Like many houses in the borders, her house
was very cold – not unexpected when it’s 160 years
old! Alongside our partner Home Energy Scotland,
Kathleen had internal wall insulation installed as part
of a project funded by Borders Council, meaning it
was at no cost to her.
Kathleen said: “I no longer have to wrap myself
in throws to keep warm, which has made such a
difference to how I feel about and within myself. I
would recommend anyone to have the insulation
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installed: there is no downside.”
In one Affordable Warmth project in the Highlands, run
alongside local Citizens Advice Bureaux, hundreds
of residents benefited from our tailored advice to cut
their bills and achieved big savings. One customer,
Mr C, cut his bills by 40 per cent just by getting some
advice on managing his heating system and radiator
valves.

emergency in its tracks. Lets talk together about
how we can develop solutions with you and your
organisation to cut energy bills, heat homes better, be
more energy efficient, I’d love to hear from you!
Send me an email - smcintyre@changeworks.org.uk,
or find me on LinkedIn.
Sharon McIntyre, Operations Director, Changeworks

We are deeply passionate about the impact we
could make by working with you to stop the climate

“YOUR SHORT-TERM STAFFING SOLUTIONS”
Dayshift

Carer

Senior Carer

Nurse

£12.50

£14.50

£23.00

£13.50

£15.50

£23.00

£14.50

£16.50

£27.00

£14.50

£16.50

£27.00

£20.00

£26.00

£34.00

Mon-Thurs

Nightshift
Mon-Thurs

Dayshift
Fri-Sun

Nightshift
Fri-Sun

Holidays
Bank / Christmas /
New Year

Our industry changing tech allows care homes to connect directly with experienced carers and nurses, fast!
We also have 24 hour on-call team who are more than happy to help.
Email: info@staffscanner.co.uk
Telephone: 0330 094 5922
Website: www.staffscanner.co.uk
@Staffscanner
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Supporting communication in care settings
- it’s not all about speech
A care home manager asked me today whether our
SLT (Speech and Language Therapy) Service could
provide some training about communication.
It may sound crazy, after all I am a Speech and
Language Therapist, but for a moment I was taken
aback.
I have been so tied up recently with delivering training
about supporting people with difficulties eating and
drinking, that communication training has gone off my
radar.
Actually, I was delighted to be asked. The perceived
risks of choking, chest infections, malnutrition and
dehydration associated with a poor swallow usually
over-ride concerns about communication. Inevitably,
swallowing is seen as a higher priority, and the
therapist time spent on this typically leaves little scope
for communication interventions and training in care
homes.
Communication difficulties can have a huge impact
on a person’s quality of life, and it is very important
that this should be taken seriously. Both mental and
physical health can be at risk. Participation in activities
becomes harder, needs may not be expressed
effectively, and frustration may lead to anger and
withdrawal. The person loses the ability to engage
in incidental chat, spontaneous jokes and laughter,
articulate thoughts and reflections, which for most of
us are important ways to convey our identity, preserve
our sense of self worth and help us enjoy life.
Relationships often suffer. Partners, family members,
friends and staff, will also be affected when the easy,
familiar ways to communicate become difficult.
Whatever the cause of changes in a person’s
communication, whether it is due to loss of language
after a stroke, memory loss, deafness, or other
change in function, illness or injury, it is often up to
the people around to compensate and adapt the way
they communicate to the person’s needs.
Every person will need to be supported in their own
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individual way, but one key factor common to all
is allowing time. Communication will take longer,
sometimes a lot longer, and it is crucial that enough
time is found for having one to one conversations, not
just for basic interactions around care needs.
A conversation does not necessarily need to depend
on words. Scrolling through pictures of what you
have been doing, looking at a website, newspaper
or magazine together, exploring or reliving a journey
using maps, objects, photographs or internet, singing
a song, can all be rewarding and life affirming. Doing
an activity together which involves responding,
passing things, paying attention to each-other, is a
form of communication. Even in an advanced stage
of dementia when none of these things is possible,
Professor Maggie Ellis has shown that adaptive
interaction can enable participation, turn-taking,
smiles, touch and eye-contact with people who
seemed beyond being able to respond.
Reaching people with severe dementia: Adaptive
Interaction in action - YouTube - https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=L6JmzNEQZjk
Some people have a tailor made communication
book or chart with information about themselves and
the people, places and preferences of all kinds that
are important to them. These charts can be used
to help them express their needs and feelings by
selecting the page with the right word or picture. In
practice, support is usually needed from the listener to
encourage the person to use one. A lot of work goes
in to making them and sadly I often find them lurking
at the back of a drawer. I think this is because when
you know the person well you can often guess their
immediate needs or concerns, and if you can’t guess,
it probably isn’t in the book. Nevertheless, they can be
very valuable if used well.
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The resource I particularly like is a life story book. This
isn’t for everyone, but they can be a huge benefit. Bit
by bit the person and their friends and family can build
up a folder or scrap book of stories, pictures, proud
moments and memories of the past and also recent
events in their life. In SLT, we can help by scanning in
pictures and typing up captions if the family does not
have resources to do this. Unlike the “communication
book”, which is designed for making choices and
expressing needs, the life story book can be used as
a basis for conversations.
We recently had a good example of how life story
work can help someone with dementia to feel safe
and valued. Ellen was a widow who had been living
at home for a number of years with dementia. She
had no children, and wider family living at a distance
were finding it increasingly difficult to support her. She
tended to become quite anxious, but she had limited
insight in to what was happening to her. Her language
was affected, and although she could express her
feeling of isolation and loneliness, it was difficult for
her to engage in conversation. She was referred to
SLT. We asked family for photos and stories about her
life which we could use with her to make a memory
book. Due to illness in Ellen’s family, it took a while to
collect these.
Meanwhile Ellen moved in to a residential home.
We found Ellen was able to enjoy looking through
the photos and telling us about them by answering
questions and using occasional words. It was obvious
she recognised the people and places. We discovered
staff were not aware that Ellen had any understanding
of the pictures, but at this point we still did not have
much information from the family to go with the photos.
Unfortunately, Ellen’s agitation increased and she was
transferred to a nursing home which could provide
more specialist care. From there she was admitted
to a mental health ward and then an acute ward. The
frequent changes were very distressing for her. By this
time the SLT assistant had made a life story book of
more than 30 pages of pictures and commentary. We
found it had not been passed to the acute ward, so we
made sure it was delivered. The ward SLT had several
sessions looking at it with her. It was clear to the
therapist that Ellen could still recall the pictures and
enjoy joining in conversations looking at them. Her
agitation was much reduced during the sessions, and
although she continued to have occasional distressed
outbursts, in general her mood became much calmer
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and more relaxed. She is now back in the dementia
ward in preparation for moving to a long stay specialist
setting. It is very unfortunate that Ellen has had to
live in seven different places in the space of a few
months. This would be disruptive for anybody, but for
someone with dementia it is particularly challenging.
The life story book is helping her to cope with all the
changes of personnel and environment, and helping
different staff to get to know her and understand her
personality and preferences. It gives them something
to look at with her so that they can have person
centred conversations which Ellen can participate in.
Even though her language is now very limited, the
pictures help her focus on the topic, and she can join
in by pointing and commenting.
For more information on dementia and resources to
support communication, see below.
If you need specific advice for a care home resident,
most SLT departments accept direct referrals, but you
may need to go via the GP

Rebecca Kellett, Speech and Language Therapy
Clinical Lead for Dementia, NHS Lothian
Rebecca.kellett@nhs.net
@rmakellett
#AHPdementia
#WithSLTuCan
Resources
Communicating with someone who has dementia,
12
helpful
hints,
https://www.alzscot.org/
assets/0002/1407/12_Helpful_Hints_lo-res.pdf
Communication and Mealtimes Toolkit http://www.
nhsdg.scot.nhs.uk/Departments_and_Services/
Speech_and_Language_Therapy/Adult_SLT/
Documents/Communication___Mealtimes_Toolkit_
for_Dementia_2013.pdf
h t t p s : / / w w w. n e s . s c o t . n h s . u k / m e d i a / 8 5 7 0 9 2 /
dementia_skilled_final.pdf
Talking Mats www.talkingmats.com (for specific
prepared conversations)
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Responding to sudden changes in
individuals living with dementia

According to statistics, 60% of people receiving home
care are living with dementia (Carter 2015) and 69
% is the average prevalence of people living with
dementia in care homes (Prince at al 2014). Care givers
who regularly offer support to a person living with
dementia in these settings, are likely to become very
familiar with the person’s personality, usual manner of
communication, responses to situations and level of
awareness. Care givers who have developed this level
of familiarity and understanding are often in a position
where they are likely to notice sudden changes that
occur very quickly.
When changes occur quickly to a person and include
symptoms such as increased confusion, changes
in speech, level of alertness, or disorientation, and
difficulties concentrating, it is vitally important that the
person’s GP is contacted to provide urgent assessment
and advice. This is because some underlying
physical health issues such as infections, pain and
dehydration can cause symptoms that may appear
similar to symptoms of dementia, (such as confusion
or difficulties with thinking and concentration), but can
be a sign that the individual may have delirium and
may be medically unwell.
Delirium is a common, treatable, but serious condition
from which older individuals and those living with
dementia are at increased risk. Delirium is sometimes
referred to as ‘an acute confusional state’ and is
different from dementia. Individuals experiencing
delirium are likely to show signs of change very
quickly over the course of hours or days. By contrast
symptoms of dementia are more commonly noted to
emerge progressively over a longer period such as
months or years.
There are different types of delirium which can cause
the following symptoms:
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People with hyperactive delirium are more likely
to experience increased confusion that fluctuates
during the day and night, and can feel agitated or very
restless.
People with hypoactive delirium can appear as being
lethargic, drowsy and less responsive than is usual for
them.
People may also move between hyperactive and
hypoactive delirium, known as a ‘mixed’ delirium.
People may also experience seeing or hearing things
that are not visible to others, have difficulties paying
attention to conversations, talk using speech which is
difficult to understand and have vivid dreams which
can seem very real to the person. People experiencing
delirium may have a worsening of symptoms in the
evening and during the night.
Whilst delirium can be caused by multiple and various
factors, it may be helpful to remember the mnemonic
‘Pinch Me’ as outlined by the Let’s Respect programme
in 2014 which has been seen as relevant for individuals
experiencing delirium in other care settings (Dixon
2018).
PINCH ME relates to some of the type of problems
that may cause delirium, and may assist to consider
some of the ways these issues may be addressed:
P = Pain.
IN = Infection.
C = Constipation or the inability to pass urine properly.
H = Hydration which can relate to dehydration when a
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person does not drink enough or
a person does not eat enough.
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malnutrition when

M = Medication.
E = Environment.
It may be very helpful to a person experiencing
delirium if you are able to stay calm, talk to them using
simple and short sentences, and provide reassurance
and explanations whenever they are needed. It is also
important that Care givers who know the individual
well, are able to communicate to health professionals
the sudden changes they have seen.
Further reading:
There are some guidelines available which may be
helpful if you would like to read further about delirium
at:
https://www.nice.org.uk/about/nice-communities/
social-care/quick-guides/recognising-and-preventingdelirium#recognising
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/CG103
Dementia UK also have a helpful leaflet and short

video which may be viewed at:
h t t p s : / / w w w. d e m e n t i a u k . o r g / g e t - s u p p o r t /
understanding-changes-in-behaviour/delirium/
References:
Carter, D (2015) Dementia and Homecare: Driving
Quality and Innovation by the UK Homecare
Association
Dixon, M (2018) accessed at: https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/324899289_Assessment_and_
management_of_older_patients_with_delirium_in_
acute_settings
Prince, M et al (2014) Dementia UK: Update Second
Edition report produced by King’s College London and
the London School of Economics for the Alzheimer’s
Society
The Author, A Woods, is an Admiral Nurse working
on the Admiral Nurse Dementia Helpline. Admiral
Nurses give the compassionate one-to-one support,
guidance and practical solutions families need to
face dementia. They are are trained, developed
and supported by the charity Dementia UK. She is
a Registered Mental Health Nurse and has worked
within health services for thirty years.
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Care about Physical Activity Programme
A chap on a train told me that he believed his mother’s
health and wellbeing had gone downhill when another
son came to live with her. She stopped heading out to
the newsagent every day, no longer met people in the
street and quite quickly lost her strength and balance
and zest for life. Why? Because her son now kindly got
her paper, did everything he could for her, picked up
her library books and so on. His brother believed that
this kindness led to her losing her independence and
health faster than she should have.
The reason a stranger was telling me this is because
I chat to people wherever I go about my job. As part
of the Care Inspectorate’s Care about Physical Activity
programme team I work with care professionals to
promote more movement for people experiencing
care. To begin with I was surprised when people I
meet are so interested in this work. However, most
people totally ‘get’ the idea that movement at an older
age is important for positive emotional, social and
physical health.
It makes sense to those I talk to, including care
professionals, sheltered housing wardens, owners,
managers and so on that older people experiencing
care, wherever they live, benefit from moving daily,
doing whatever they can for themselves and having
a purpose.
The Care about Physical Activity (CAPA) programme
helps care services to think about this topic in greater
detail, to come up with their own ideas related to
where they work and who they work with. Staff focus
on what matters to a person and make small changes
back at work that are life changing. We love hearing
back about the results when everyone in a service
gets involved (not just a couple of people on a team)
and movement is built into everything from personal
care tasks to staff team meeting discussions and
much more.
The stories we hear include one about Evelyn, who
lives with dementia and now volunteers every week
in a local nursery (see photo). Also Lynn (https://drive.
google.com/file/d/1GgwHnI7JLplssoZ0543E0Wvac
4ncv2_x/view?usp=sharing), who lives at home and
tells us in this film what a difference it made when her
carers integrated a simple fun way to build movement
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into her day. She
no longer uses
her wheelchair as
much, progressing
to using a walking
stick, does more
for herself and can
now use normal
taxis.
We know that
when managers
firmly
believe
that moving more
will positively influence lives, and keeps that focus,
dramatic changes can happen. We learnt of a care
home where everyone now walks for about 60 steps
to get to the dining room (instead of taking a short cut).
Because of this one change, the stand aid that 6 people
previously used is gathering dust in a cupboard, no
longer needed. People are also socialising more and
are more alert and involved.
As part of our work we share similar stories via
•
•
•

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/CAPAprogramme
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CAPAprogramme
Micro site: www.capa.scot

Please have a look and find more ideas developed
by care professionals and services like yours across
Scotland. They all promote more everyday movement
so that there is a better quality of life, fewer falls,
reduced risk and better health for all.
With thanks to Almond Court & Active Care.
Louise Kelly
Programme Lead: Care About Physical Activity
Louise.kelly@careinspectrate.gov.scot
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The Coming Back Out Ball

This coming year sees Scotland host The Coming
Back Out Ball: a year-long programme of events
that aims to celebrate the country’s older LGBTI+
community like never before. Originating in Australia,
where it was created by arts company All The Queens
Men, the project has now been brought to Scotland
for the very first time in a unique partnership with
the National Theatre of Scotland, working alongside
Eden Court in Inverness, Luminate, Scotland’s creative
ageing organisation, as well as Glasgow City Council

and Equalities), and has been shaped by people with
lived experience of the issues, as well as those from
organisations such as Age Scotland, Scottish Care,
The Care Inspectorate, Scottish Trans Alliance and
LGBT Youth Scotland.

While it will culminate in a spectacular one-night finale
in Glasgow in June, the project also aims to break new
ground in Scotland’s approach to exploring the health
and mental wellbeing of its older LGBTI+ people: a
group who have lived through times when openly
being themselves could result in imprisonment, loss
of employment and possible rejection by family or
friends.

Anne Gallacher, Director of Luminate, hopes that the
event will prove to be a vital learning opportunity for
those involved. “Creative ageing programmes are
growing across the world and All The Queens Men
have led some wonderful creative community work
with LGBTI+ elders in Australia in recent years, so
this project is a great opportunity for Scottish and
Australian partners to learn from each other and for
older people in both countries to connect and share
experiences.”

In order to address this, part of the Coming Back Out
Ball project will see the National Theatre of Scotland,
All The Queens Men, Eden Court, Luminate and LGBT
Health and Wellbeing host The Coming Back Out
Conversation, Scotland’s first ever national forum
about LGBTI+ people and ageing.
The special one-day event, hosted at the National
Theatre of Scotland’s Rockvilla HQ in Glasgow, will
offer the chance to hear from LGBTI+ people about
their experiences of getting older in everyday life,
in care services and health provision, and anything
else which emerges from consultations in the lead
up to the event. The aim will be to create a dynamic
encounter and conversation between LGBTI+ Elders
with lived experience and those who have the power
to implement real change.
Chaired by Professor Maggie Kinloch, the day will
see contributions from guest speakers including
Christina McKelvie, MSP (Minister for Older People

Learning will be shared from and with Australian
partners, All The Queens Men, to find out about the
progress that has been made in terms of legislation
and social change for LGBTI+ elders back in Australia.

Additionally, the starting point for the Coming Back Out
Ball in Scotland has been the LGBTI+ Elder’s Social
Dance Clubs: a new set of regular, free social events
for Scotland’s elderly community that aim to bring
people together in a celebration of stories, solidarity,
and a love of good company. Taking place monthly in
both Glasgow and Inverness, as well as popping up
in other locations across Scotland throughout 2020,
the clubs have proven to be a great success with all
participants
And of course, the project will come to a fabulous close
on 13 June with The Coming Back Out Ball itself: a
night of special guests, live performances, food, drink,
and dancing. Taking place in Glasgow’s iconic Old
Fruitmarket, and hosted by Karen Dunbar, the Coming
Back Out Ball will be an evening of celebration for all
those who have taken part in the dance clubs, as well
as friends, family, and those in the wider community.
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The night will include memorable live performances
from the likes of iconic singer-songwriter Horse
McDonald, legendary playwright and performer Jo
Clifford, performance poet Dean Atta, and more.
The Coming Back Out Ball is designed to be a
gift – one that acknowledges the resilience of this
community, a gift of visibility to the LGBTI+ elders who
have lived through it all, and a safe space for those
elders just discovering themselves. The final event
promises to be a night of real cultural significance,
to sit alongside LGBTI+ elders to eat, drink, dance,
reminisce and dream together into the future.
#comingbackoutball
For more information about getting involved with The
Coming Back Out Ball in Scotland please contact
Karen Allan or Jannah Main at thecomingbackoutball@
nationaltheatrescotland.com
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For details on forthcoming LGBTI+ Elder Social Dance
Clubs in Glasgow, Inverness, Stornoway, Ayr, Lyth and
Edinburgh please visit nationaltheatrescotland.com.
All LGBTI+ Elders Social Dance Club sessions are free
and on a drop-in basis.
The Coming Back Out Conversation
Thursday 11 June from 1pm to 5pm at Rockvilla,
Glasgow. Free but ticketed
The Coming Back Out Ball
Saturday 13 June from 7pm to midnight at The Old
Fruitmarket, Glasgow
Tickets: £50 or pay what you wish for Social Dance
Club members

Photo Credit: Tiu Makkonen
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Scottish Care Preferred Suppliers
Scottish Care is delighted to work with carefully selected Preferred Suppliers, and details of each can be
found below. Our Preferred Suppliers bring knowledge and experience within their business areas, and an
understanding of the social care sector in Scotland. Each company offers Scottish Care Members a benefit,
discount or offer for their products or services, and updates from our Preferred Suppliers will be highlighted
to Members.
Should you wish to know more about our Preferred Suppliers, or indeed find out more about our application
process, please contact stefanie.callaghan@scottishcare.org
For more information about Preferred Suppliers, including contact details and latest offers for Scottish Care
members, please visit the Scottish Care website - www.scottishcare.org/preferredsuppliers

Chem Tech Consultancy Ltd
2 CIrcles Consultants
We provide a free, no obligation review of existing telecom
services and outline opportunities where an organisation
can either cut costs or improve the current setup. Typically,
they get both as a result. We guarantee a cost-saving to all
members over their current costs on a like for like basis.

ChemTech Consultancy Ltd was formed in 2002 and
has been serving the care sector providing Legionella
compliance services during that time. We carry out
Legionella risk assessments, provide ACoP L8 monitoring
services, cleaning and disinfection services, microbiological
monitoring and customer training services. In addition we
are also able to carry out any plumbing remedial work
required

Go to our website for details fo the Government Broadboad
Voucher Scheme, with grants of up to £2,500 towards
01505 335510
better broadboad.
Martin Kershaw - 01313 000103

office@chemtechconsultancy.co.uk

martin@2circlesconsulting.com

www.chemtechconsultancy.co.uk

www.2circles.com/scottishcare/

Citation

We’re proud to have over 170 years’ experience of caring
for our customers, and we’ve been providing a dedicated,
local pharmacy service to care home residents for over 30
years. As a market leading care home medicine provider,
Boots want to make it easy for you to give an effective, safe
and efficient service and provide you with the tools and
support required to help in the delivery of person centred
care. Boots also offer Pharmacist Advice Visits, including
antipsychotic medication audits, Boots Care Learning to
support resident care and medication management and an
eMAR solution to suit your needs.

Citation provides HR, Employment Law and Health &
Safety support to Scottish Care members at discounted
rates. From former care home managers to ex-regulatory
inspectors, our knowledge comes from direct experience,
and we’ll support you to achieve the highest possible
regulatory rating. We offer 24/7 access to expert advice
and guidance – with site visits, legal documentation,
online tools and a financial advice guarantee. We’ll also
provide you access to Care Inspectorate Pro – our online
tool designed to assist with regulatory requirements. Plus,
a complete set of specialised policies and procedures,
mock regulatory inspections, and fire and electrical safety
services. Contact us today to discuss your requirements

01159 494047

Rosie Figgess - 08458 441111

care@boots.co.uk

scottishcare@citation.co.uk

www.boots.com/boots-for-business/carehomeservices

www.citation.co.uk

Boots Care Services
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Clan Contract Interiors Ltd.

Gailarde Ltd.

As one of Scotlands’ leading interior fit out contractors, we
are well versed to assist our clients with any project they
may be undertaking. Clan Contract Interiors are specialists
in the supply and installation of all products including
design boards, made to measure curtains and blinds, and
a huge range of lounge, dining and bedroom furniture. We
supply and install all carpeting and slip resistant flooring.
With the very best team in place, a vast knowledge of
industry standards and regulations, and an endless chain
of suppliers, we offer our clients an unrivalled attention to
detail and an experience which is smooth and positive for
all concerned.

Gailarde Ltd is a family run business which was
established in 1979 to provide Household Textiles, Soft
Furnishings and Homewares. Our core principles of
putting our customers’ needs first, has helped us grow
into one of UK’s largest suppliers of textiles to the contract
market. Gailarde are on of the largest manufacturers
and importers of inherently flame retardant, Gardex®
linen. Over the last 40 years we have specialized in
supplying Towels, Pillows, Duvets, Bed Linen, Tablecloths,
Curtains, Blinds and Nets. We supply over 100 Care
Groups throughout the UK as well as number of Housing
Associations and Councils

Abigail Dickson - 01355 500243

Ambreen Syed - 07483 054982/ 02089 052776

clancontracts@hotmail.com

ambreen@gailarde.com

www.clancontractinteriors.co.uk

www.gailarde.com

Heart Resourcing and Heath Resourcing Extra

Impey Showers (Coram UK Holdings)

Heart Resourcing provide permanent recruitment
solutions to the Health and Social Care Sector throughout
Scotland. We work with SME’s to resource high calibre
candidates for permanent managerial, nursing and senior
care roles.

Pioneering many of the innovations which make the
luxury and style of a fully inclusive level access wetroom
accessible to all. We work closely with contractors,
installers, architects, specifiers, local authorities and
healthcare professionals to provide innovative, high-quality
wetroom solutions for all end users. Our product portfolio
includes level access floor formers, shower trays, drainage
solutions, shower screens, grab rails and shower seats, as
well as a range of electric and mixer showers. We pride
ourselves on our support, advice, after sales service and
technical expertise.

Kathryn Duffy- 01224 451561
kduffy@heartresourcing.com
www.heartresourcing.com

www.impeyshowers.com/sectors/bathroom-adaptations-athome
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Inenco
Inenco are delighted to be new preferred suppliers to
Scottish Care members for Energy. Our heritage dates
back to 1968 and we provide clients with bespoke energy
solutions across Gas and Electricity to suit their business’
needs. We ensure energy contracts, negotiations and
renewals are managed to keep costs competitive and
deal with any change of tenancies, new meters, billing
enquiries and supplier queries. Over the last 50+ years,
Inenco have built strong relationships in the care sector
and also with energy suppliers, enabling us to negotiate
for you and get the most competitive energy rates, saving
you time to focus on running your care business.
www.inenco.com

Qintil Learning and Compliance
Qintil is easy to use web-based software that gives you
thousands of on-demand courses, learning management
and compliance monitoring. Designed specifically for
nursing homes and care services, you can train your staff,
manage policies & procedures and right to work docs and
automate compliance. And you can see the learning and
certificates your team have got elsewhere with our unique
Qintil ID. Plus, connect to other platforms and your own
systems with our one-click integrations and API. All for a
low flat monthly subscription per location, not per user.
Sam Easen/Andrew Rennie - 03335 771484
sales@qintil.com
www.qintil.com/scottishcare

Lyreco
Lyreco UK are proud to be a business partner and support
to Scottish Care. At Lyreco we supply a full range of
products to cater for all your business needs such as
Personal Protective Equipment, Cleaning and Hygiene
Solutions, Catering Products, Furniture, Office Products &
Packaging Supplies.
Catriona Stickland - 07870 721420
catriona.stickland@lyreco.com
www.wearelyreco.com

Quality Compliance Systems
QCS is the leading compliance management system for
the care sector. Delivering the most comprehensive set of
customised policies, procedures and compliance toolkits
in line with Care Inspectorate requirements and best
practice guidelines, digitally, 24/7, via the online system
and QCS App, to over 53,000 users. Sign up for our free
trial at www.qcs.co.uk
03334 053333

Solutions on Demand Ltd.
Solutions on Demand is based in Stewarton, Ayrshire
and is comprised of four divisions – SOD-IT, Creo, The
Review and The Print Room. SOD-IT – Our technical team
specialise in IT Support and supply, computer repairs,
maintenance, installation of networks and servers. We
also manage out clients email, web hosting solutions
and mobile phone contracts. Creo is a highly versatile
creative design agency, managing all of your digital and
marketing requirements: from branding to social media,
web design to video production and SEO. The Print Room
offers design, print and delivery direct to your door. From
business cards and banners, to posters, leaflets, office
signage and brochures.
01560 428031
support@sod-it.co.uk
www.solutionsondemand.co.uk

info@qcs.co.uk
www.qcs.co.uk
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Strategic Thinking

Visioncall

Strategic Thinking brings to the market a forward thinking
revolutionary approach to compliance within the care
sector. Offering 40 care specific online courses, a suite
of care policies and procedures, a full suite of Audit and
Observation tools, a fully integrated intranet for document
sharing, integrated calendar for diarizing events, setting
targets, messaging staff and much more! The system is
easy to use for user and allows managers instant access
to all compliance reports.

info@stthinking.co.uk

Visioncall enable people to see better and live better.
Since 1994, Visioncall have been a leading eye care
provider to care homes across the UK providing an
unrivalled person-centred eye care service to improve
sight levels for those who need it most. Alongside our
person-centred eye care service, we provide a suite
of partnership benefits includign VC24 (online portal)
access, free staff training and dementia-friendly signage.
Visioncall are delighted to offer all Scottish Care members
an exclusive discount code for 25% off their next order
on our signage range or activity boards. Contact our team
today for your code - hello@visioncall.co.uk

www.strategicthinking.online

Gary WIlson - 07545 619134

03335 573383

gwilson@visioncall.co.uk
www.vision-call.co.uk

SureCert

Visioncare at Home

SureCert is a digital platform that is focused on digitising
the recruitment process, maximising both trust and
efficiency for both candidate and recruiter. SureCert
enables employers to gather digital work references,
confirm qualifications and upload/access candidates’
background checking documents, easily. SureCert stores
all elements of an individual’s identity/background in one
place, as an online profile. Partnering with Experian PLC,
SureCert can confirm candidate identities, check global
watch lists and confirm the validity of Identity documents,
almost instantly We are committed to helping your
organisation save money while accelerating background
checking, providing candidates with a seamless
onboarding experience.

Visioncare at Home was formed in 2007 with the core
purpose of giving housebound individuals access to
the highest possible level of eyecare and to improve or
preserve their eyesight. We are a team of highly trained
and experienced eye care professionals dedicated
to providing a reliable and efficient optical service. A
large number of nursing homes in the UK already use
Visioncare At Home as their preferred eyecare provider.
Using feedback from care staff, managers, and care home
owners, we constantly review, critique and develop our
service and products. This ensures we continue to provide
the highest quality eyecare service that is hassle free for
care homes and personalized to each individual service
user.

Ian Savage - 07515 816158

Stewart Steedman - 07538 186428

ian@surecert.com

stewartsteedman@visioncareathome.co.uk

www.surecert.com

www.visioncareathome.co.uk
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Contact information for the Partners for Integration team
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